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and those from outside the valley that produce and market
wines with an AVA appellation.
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In this our 79th wine report, the International Wine Review
provides an in-depth examination of Anderson Valley and
its wines. We begin with an analysis of the geography,
climate and soils of this special cool-climate growing area
and its subregions. Although it is a small region, Anderson
Valley is diverse with many distinct subregions and mesoclimates. These account in part for the different styles of
the wines produced in the valley, although, as we discuss,
winemaking also plays a key role.
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Since the late 1980s, Anderson Valley has experienced
dramatic changes as a wine growing region. These
changes accelerated with the arrival of the French
Champagne producer Roederer Estate. Recognizing
Anderson Valley’s exciting potential to produce world
class sparkling wine, it purchased 580 acres of prime
vineyard land and introduced new and improved methods
of wine production. It also drew attention to the valley as
a premier site for growing Pinot Noir and Chardonnay.
In subsequent years, there have been many local and
outside investors, especially from Sonoma County and
Napa Valley, who have been attracted to the valley
and established roots to produce wine alongside the
valley’s traditional winery pioneers like Navarro, Husch,
Handley, Edmeades and others. In addition to these new
investors, the Valley has attracted a new generation of
talented growers and winemakers who are following in the
footsteps of the region’s pioneers to craft new and exciting
wines of outstanding quality.

Introduction
Anderson Valley is one of California’s premier wine
regions. Located 125 miles north of San Francisco in the
southwest corner of Mendocino County, it offers a cool
climate and attractive vineyard lands surrounded by steep
forested slopes and terraces for producing high quality
wine, especially Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. Isolated
and sparsely populated, there is still a wild charm about
the valley, and people have a love of grape growing
and respect for the land. Despite its attractiveness as a
wine growing region, Anderson Valley’s wine industry is
relatively small consisting of just 2,500 planted acres and
90 vineyards. About 60 wineries use Anderson Valley
grapes including those that have a presence in the valley

Viticulture in Anderson Valley has experienced noteworthy
improvements. These improvements are the result of
lessons learned over the years in growing grapes in the
valley and through the introduction of new and improved
vineyard management techniques by outside growers and
by local vineyard management companies. The report
examines changes in the valley’s vineyard over time and
highlights some of the shakers and movers in the Valley’s
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viticulture. In the Annex we provide a guide to the major
vineyards of Anderson Valley and the wineries that source
fruit from them.

The Anderson Valley AVA generally lies along the
watershed of the Navarro River which flows northwest
to the Pacific Ocean and is crisscrossed by its main
tributaries: Rancheria, Anderson, Indian, and Soda. The
main population centers are on Highway 128 and located
where these creeks merge with the Navarro River: Boonville
is on Anderson Creek, Philo on Indian Creek, and Navarro
on Soda Creek. Approximately 80 percent of all vineyard
acreage in Anderson Valley lies within half a mile of
Highway 128.

In the final section, we profile the wineries producing wines
from the valley and provide tasting notes and rating of their
wines. While the main focus of our tastings was on Pinot
Noir, we also tasted Chardonnay, Riesling, Gewürztraminer,
Syrah and other wines. We also reflect on the styles of
Anderson Valley wines and the extent to which they reflect
the sub regions from which they are sourced.

The Navarro River watershed has a drainage area of 315
square miles and drains to the Pacific Ocean about ten miles
south of the city of Mendocino. The watershed is primarily
(70 percent) forested with twenty percent in rangeland and
five percent actively farmed, including vineyards.

Anderson Valley is a magnificent wine growing region and
we hope that the report conveys our enthusiasm for the
wines and the many dedicated wine professionals who are
working there.

Climate

Anderson Valley
Geography

Cooled by marine air, Anderson Valley’s climate is
temperate. The Pacific fog plays a dominant role in the
climate of the valley. Following the path of the Navarro
River from the Pacific, the fog drifts in and blankets the
valley with low hanging cool air, making for cooler-thannormal inland microclimates. The marine air and fog
influence begin to be felt at around two or three o’clock in
the afternoon. Vineyards in these areas are planted with
cool-climate varieties mainly Pinot Noir and Chardonnay as
well as Gewürztraminer and Riesling. At higher elevations in
Anderson Valley and nearby Mendocino Ridges beyond the
fog’s reach, warmer pockets of lands can be planted with
warmer climate varieties like Zinfandel, Syrah and Bordeaux
varieties.
Towards the coast the summers are cool and moist with
more fog than the interior, while further east Anderson
Valley is somewhat warmer. As a rule of thumb, daytime
temperatures increase and nighttime temperatures decrease
by about 1°F per mile as one proceeds southeast from
Navarro. Daytime highs also decrease with elevation; the
tops of the ridges being up to 10° lower than the valley
floor. Growing Degree Days (GDD) for the growing season
increase as one moves up valley from Navarro to Philo and
Boonville. In 2019 the average GDD for the valley was
about 2,550.
The appellation’s unique geography results in daily high
and low temperatures that can diverge by 50+ degrees
in Boonville. The diurnal variation decreases with rise in
elevation; at the top of the ridges it is about 20 degrees. The
valley is classified as Region 1 and 2 on the UC Davis Heat
accumulation scale. In contrast, the Ukiah area about 15
miles to the northeast of the valley is classified as Region 3.

Mendocino AVA Map

Anderson Valley is one of twelve American Viticultural
Areas (AVA) in Mendocino County. Located in the
southern region of the county 100 miles north of San
Francisco, it has a total area of 57,600 acres. The
Anderson Valley AVA ranges in elevation from 30 feet
above sea level to more than 2,000 feet and offers a
cooling maritime influence, dramatic geological contours
with high mountains on both sides of the valley, steep
hills, alluvial terraces, rocky soils and a mixed forest of
classic Coastal Redwoods, oak and Douglas fir trees. The
exact boundaries described in the original AVA petition,
approved by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
in 1983, remain unchanged. The valley has a sparsely
dispersed population with three principal towns—Boonville,
Philo, and Navarro.

Rainfall in the Anderson Valley varies by location within
the valley and by year, averaging 42 inches in 2019 but
just 27 inches in 2018. The amount of rain depends on
exposure and elevation, rising to an average 75+ inches
per year in the western ridges above the valley floor. Most
of the rainfall comes in the period from November through
March. Rainfall captured by irrigation ponds is critical to
the success of viticulture in Anderson Valley in the absence
of adequate groundwater from subsurface aquifers.
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